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QUESTION 1

A company is running an application on Amazon EC2 instances behind an ELB Application Load Balancer. The
instances run in an EC2 Auto Scaling group across multiple Availability Zones. 

After a recent application update, users are getting HTTP 502 Bad Gateway errors from the application URL. The
DevOps Engineer cannot analyze the problem because Auto Scaling is terminating all EC2 instances shortly after
launch for being unhealthy. 

What steps will allow the DevOps Engineer access to one of the unhealthy instances to troubleshoot the deployed
application? 

A. Create an image from the terminated instance and create a new instance from that image. The Application team can
then log into the new instance. 

B. As soon as a new instance is created by AutoScaling, put the instance into a Standby state as this will prevent the
instance from being terminated. 

C. Add a lifecycle hook to your Auto Scaling group to move instances in the Terminating state to the Terminating:Wait
state. 

D. Edit the Auto Scaling group to enable termination protection as this will protect unhealthy instances from being
terminated. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When thinking of AWS Elastic Beanstalk\\'s model, which is true? 

A. Applications have many deployments, deployments have many environments. 

B. Environments have many applications, applications have many deployments. 

C. Applications have many environments, environments have many deployments. 

D. Deployments have many environments, environments have many applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

Applications group logical services. Environments belong to Applications, and typically represent different deployment
levels (dev, stage, prod, fo forth). Deployments belong to environments, and are pushes of bundles of code for the
environments to run. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/Welcome.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A development team manages website deployments using AWS CodeDeploy blue/green deployments. The application
is running on Amazon EC2 instances behind an Application Load Balancer in an Auto Scaling group. 
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When deploying a new revision, the team notices the deployment eventually falls, but it takes a long time to fail. After
further inspection, the team discovers the AllowTraffic lifecycle event ran for an hour and eventually failed without
providing 

any other information. The team wants to ensure failure notices are delivered more quickly while maintaining application
availability even upon failure. 

Witch combination of actions should be taken to meet these requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Change the deployment configuration to CodeDeployDefaultAllAtOnce to speed up the deployment process by
deploying to all of the instances at the same time. 

B. Create a CodeDeploy trigger for the deployment failure event and make the deployment fail as soon as a single
health check failure is detected. 

C. Reduce the HealthCheckIntervalSeconds and UnhealthyThresholdCount values within the target group health checks
to decrease the amount of time it takes for the application to be considered unhealthy. 

D. Use the appspec.yml file to run a script on the AllowTraffic hook to perform lighter health checks on the application
instead of making CodeDeploy wait for the target group health checks to pass. 

E. Use the appspec,yml file to run a script on the BeforeAllowTraffic hook to perform hearth checks on the application
and fail the deployment it the health checks performed by the script are not successful. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has containerized all of its in-house quality control applications. The company is running Jenkins on Amazon
EC2, which requires patching and upgrading. The Compliance Officer has requested a DevOps Engineer begin
encrypting build artifacts since they contain company intellectual property. 

What should the DevOps Engineer do to accomplish this in the MOST maintainable manner? 

A. Automate patching and upgrading using AWS Systems Manager on EC2 instances and encrypt Amazon EBS
volumes by default. 

B. Deploy Jenkins to an Amazon ECS cluster and copy build artifacts to an Amazon S3 bucket with default encryption
enabled. 

C. Leverage AWS CodePipeline with a build action and encrypt the artifacts using AWS Secrets Manager. 

D. Use AWS CodeBuild with artifact encryption to replace the Jenkins instance running on Amazon EC2. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been given a business requirement to retain log files for your application for 10 years. You need to regularly
retrieve the most recent logs for troubleshooting. Your logging system must be cost-effective, given the large volume of 

logs. 
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What technique should you use to meet these requirements? 

A. Store your log in Amazon CloudWatch Logs. 

B. Store your logs in Amazon Glacier. 

C. Store your logs in Amazon S3, and use lifecycle policies to archive to Amazon Glacier. 

D. Store your logs in HDFS on an Amazon EMR cluster. 

E. Store your logs on Amazon EBS, and use Amazon EBS snapshots to archive them. 

Correct Answer: C 
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